INTERNATIONAL
VIRTUAL EXCHANGE
WORKSHOP
Make your online courses more engaging

Create a project with an International Partner

Build relationships with faculty and students across the globe
Acquire tools to create international virtual components

Integrate Global Challenges and Global Learning Outcomes
DATE:
HYBRID FORMAT:
MAXIMUM:
CONTACTS:
REGISTER HERE:

September 14-25, 2020
2 synchronous sessions, canvas course,
working sessions with international partners
20
Kyle Anderson (OGE) / Karen Franklin (OTEI)
magdag@clemson.edu

INTERNATIONAL GUEST UNIVERSITIES
ABERDEEN UNIVERSITY, SCOTLAND, UK
Aberdeen University is a public research university in Aberdeen, Scotland. It is an ancient university founded in
1495 when William Elphinstone, Bishop of Aberdeen and Chancellor of Scotland, petitioned Pope Alexander VI on
behalf of James IV, King of Scots to establish King's College, making it Scotland's third-oldest university and the
fifth-oldest in the English-speaking world. Aberdeen has 14,775 students from undergraduate to doctoral level (as of
2018/19), including many international students. An abundant range of disciplines are taught at the university, with
650 undergraduate degree programes offered in the 2012–13 academic year distributed across the Colleges of Arts
and Social Sciences, Business, Life Sciences, Physical Sciences, Postgraduate Research and Law.

DEAKIN UNIVERSITY, AUSTRALIA
Deakin University is a public university in Victoria, Australia. Established in 1974 with the passage of the Deakin
University Act 1974, the university was named after the second Prime Minister of Australia, Alfred Deakin. Its main
campuses are in Melbourne's Burwood suburb, Geelong Waurn Ponds, Geelong Waterfront and Warrnambool, as well
as the online Cloud Campus. Deakin also has learning centres in Dandenong, Craigieburn and Werribee, all in the
state of Victoria. Deakin is one of Australia's fastest growing research universities. 89% of Deakin's research is
rated at or above world class. Its combined research funding increased from $3.09 million in 1997 to $32.5 million
in 2015.

HOCHSCHULE DER MEDIEN, STUTTGART, GERMANY
Hochschule der Medin Stuttgart (HdM) is a state university of media studies in Stuttgart, Germany. It was formed in 2001 by
the union of the former Hochschule für Druck und Medien (founded in 1903), based on an earlier technical school for printing
founded in 1853 as the Fachschule für Buchdruckgewerbe Stuttgart. HdM covers a broad spectrum of media expertise: from
printed media to electronic media, from design to business administration, from library science to advertising, from content
for media to packaging technology, from computer science to information science to publishing and electronic media. About
30 accredited Bachelor’s and Master’s degree programmes mirror this diversity. At the moment, more than 5000 students
are registered at the university.

UNIVERSITY OF NICOSIA, CYPRUS
University of Nicosia (UNIC) is the largest university in Cyprus. It was established in 1980 and its main campus is located
in Nicosia, Cyprus. It also runs study centres in Athens, Bucharest and New York City. The University comprises the School of
Business, School of Education, School of Humanities and Social Sciences, School of Law, Medical School and the School of
Sciences and Engineering. It offers more than 100 conventional on-campus and online/distance learning programmes of
study at the Bachelor, Master and Doctorate level and currently counts more than 12,000 students from over 70 countries
across the globe (2019).

